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SUMMARY
An investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of various con-
figurations of a 1/22-scale model of the Republic F-105 airplane has
been made in the Langley 8-foot transonic tunnel at Mach numbers from
0.60 to l.lj. Most of the configurations tested included internal flow
in the model. The results of the initial phase of the investigation
have been published. The results of the second phase of the investiga-
tion are presented herein. These results contain information primarily
on the static lateral and directional stability and control character-
istics of the model. Results on the static longitudinal characteristics
of some additional configuration modifications which were not included
in the initial phase of the investigation are also presented.
The directional-stability derivative (the rate of change of yawing-
moment coefficient with angle of sideslip) was positive (stable) through-
out the angle-of-attack and Mach number ranges, but decreased substan-
tially with an increase in angle of attack. A ventral fin and a larger
vertical tail increased the directional stability generally by 15 to
20 percent. The rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with angle
of sideslip became zero or positive (negative dihedral effect) at high
angles of attack at several subsonic Mach numbers. The spoiler effec-
tiveness decreased markedly with an increase in angle of attack at the
higher angles of attack, and became zero or reversed in several instances.




An extensive wind-tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of the Republic F-105 airplane at subsonic, transonic, and
•* supersonic speeds has been made by the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics at the request of the U. S. Air Force. The results of the
initial phase of a transonic-speed investigation of a 1/22-scale model
of the Republic F-105 airplane in the Langley 8-foot transonic tunnel
are presented in reference 1. This report presents information on the
static longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of the model, including
the effect of various modifications made to the wing and body in an
attempt to improve the transonic drag and lift-drag characteristics.
The results of the second phase of the investigation of the 1/22-
scale model of the Republic F-105 airplane in the Langley 8-foot tran-
sonic tunnel are presented herein. These results contain information
primarily on the static lateral and directional stability and control
characteristics of the model. Results on the static longitudinal char-
acteristics of some additional configuration modifications not included
in reference 1 are also presented.
SYMBOLS
The aerodynamic force and moment data are referred to the stability
axes, with the origin at the center -of -gravity location shown in figure 1,
This location coincided with the 25-percent point of the mean aerodynamic
chord of the wing.
The term "complete model" as used herein refers to the combination
of wing (including air inlets), body (including canopy), basic vertical
tail, and horizontal tail. The symbols are defined as follows:
? /A aspect ratio of wing, b^ /S
b span (projected) of wing
CD external drag coefficient, (CD = -Cx when p = 0°),
External drag






CY lateral-force coefficient, Lateral force
rolling-moment coefficient, Rolliag moinent
qSb
pitching-moment coefficient, Pitching moment
qSc
yawing-moment coefficient, Yaving moment
qSb
incremental coefficients due to spoiler, speed brakes,
or shark fin
section chord of wing (in region of inlets, wing defined
by extending straight portions of leading and trailing
edges of wing to plane of symmetry of model), measured
parallel to model plane of symmetry
mean aerodynamic chord of wing, £ cr 1 + A +
3 1 + A
nominal tip chord of wing, obtained by extending leading
and trailing edges of wing to plane which is tangent
to tip of wing, parallel to root chord of wing, and
perpendicular to chord plane of wing
root chord of wing, obtained by extending straight por-
tions of leading and trailing edges of wing to plane
of symmetry of model
incidence of horizontal tail, determined by angle between
plane of horizontal tail and reference line of body;
positive direction when trailing edge is down
maximum value of lift -drag ratio
M Mach number of undisturbed stream
-MCA RM
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inlet mass -flow ratio, measured by ratio of mass flow
in model duct to mass flow through free -stream tube
with area equal to inlet throat area (see table I for
inlet throat area)
q dynamic pressure of undisturbed stream
R Reynolds number of tests, based on c
S area (projected) of wing, (b/2)(cr + ce)
a angle of attack of model, based on reference line of
body
P angle of sideslip of model
&n deflection of leading-edge flaps, measured in plane per-
pendicular to hinge line, positive direction when
leading edge is up
br deflection of rudder, measured in plane perpendicular
to hinge line, positive direction when trailing edge
is to the left
&s deflection of spoiler, measured in plane perpendicular
to hinge line
5-kr deflection of wing trim tab, measured in plane perpen-
dicular to hinge line, positive direction when trailing
edge is down
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The tests were made in the Langley 8-foot transonic tunnel. This
tunnel operates at a stagnation pressure approximately equal to atmos-
pheric pressure.
Model
Complete model.- The model used in the present investigation was
a sting-supported, 1/22-scale model of the Republic F-105 airplane.
This airplane is of the fighter-bomber type and is designed for super-
sonic flight. The airplane is turbojet powered, and has wing-root air
inlets. The wing, horizontal tail, and basic vertical tail have h-5° of
sweepback. The airfoil sections (parallel to the body reference line)
of the wing are KACA 65A005-5 at the 0.38b/2 station and MCA 65AOOJ.7
at the tip. The model wing was built of steel. A three-view drawing
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of the model is given in figure 1, and the geometric characteristics
are given in table I.
The configurations of the present investigation included a flat
windshield on the canopy; the configurations of reference 1 had a vee
windshield on the canopy. Except for the difference in windshield,
the body (without afterbody bump) of the configurations of the present
investigation was the same as the body (basic nose and without after-
body bump) of the configurations of reference 1.
An afterbody bump designed for installation on the F-105 airplane
was included on the model for about one-half the runs. The longitudinal
distribution of the normal cross-sectional area of the complete model
with and without the afterbody bump is given in figure 2(a). An area
of lAO square inches, which corresponded to 90 percent of the inlet
area of the supersonic inlet (cruise condition), was subtracted from
the area plots to compensate for the internal flow in the model. Photo-
graphs of the model with the afterbody bump are shown as figures 2(b)
to (d) . The afterbody bump was somewhat different in longitudinal and
cross-sectional area distributions from those investigated in reference 1.
The model was designed for internal flow. Ducting from the wing-
root inlets led into a single duct which had an exit at the body base.
A supersonic inlet with a boundary-layer diverter was tested both
drooped and undrooped (fig. 3)• The drooped inlet tested in the pres-
ent invesgation was of different design than that tested in the inves-
tigation of reference 1. The area of the inlet throat of the model in
the present tests corresponded to the cruise condition, and is given in
table I. The duct exit area used with this inlet is given in figure 1.
Controls.- The dimensions and location on the wing of leading-edge
flaps, a spoiler aileron (mounted on upper surface of left semispan),
and a wing trim tab (located on left semispan) are shown in figure it-.
(See also table I.) The chord of the trim tab was 0.075c and the span
of the trim tab extended from the 0.38b/2 station to the 0.67b/2 station.
Individual spoilers were screwed to the wing to obtain the various
spoiler deflections and to simulate a flap-type spoiler with the hinge
line at approximately the O.TOc line. The spoiler chord was 0.12c and
the spoiler span extended from the 0.19b/2 station to the 0.71b/2 station.
The horizontal tail was of the all-movable type and was mounted
below the root chord (extended) of the wing. The rudder was of the
trailing-edge flap type. The dimensions of the horizontal tail and of
the rudder are given in figure 1 and table I. The horizontal tail and
rudder were the same as those in reference 1.
Speed brakes consisting of four panels were attached to the rear
end of the fuselage as indicated in figure 1. The speed brakes were
_ __ >« • •••
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tested with each panel deflected 50° (relative to the body reference
line).
A "shark" fin was located on the top of the body as shown in fig-
ure 5. The deflection tested was 10°; the 0° deflection was not tested.
Additional modifications.- The wing was modified for one run by
the addition of a trailing-edge fairing in the region of the inlets as
indicated in figure k. The trailing-edge fairing increased the exposed
area of the wing by 0.056 square foot. The leading-edge radius on the
leading-edge flaps was modified into a blunt leading-edge radius for
one run and into a sharp leading-edge radius for another run. The blunt
leading-edge radius was approximately twice the normal leading-edge
radius. A fence was added to the wing for one run. Details and loca-
tion of the fence on the wing are given in figure k.
Gun blisters (2) were installed on the model for one run as indi-
cated in figure 1. The longitudinal distribution of normal cross-
sectional area of the blisters is shown in figure 2(a).
A modified vertical tail and a ventral fin were installed on the
model as shown in figure 5> an(i several runs in sideslip were made of
this configuration. The geometric characteristics of the modified ver-
tical tail are included in table I. The modification to the vertical
tail increased the area of the vertical tail (to body reference line)
by 18 percent.
One run was made with no internal flow in the model. Balsa plugs
were placed in the duct as indicated in figure 3 for stopping the inter-
nal flow.
Instrumentat ion
A six-component strain-gage balance housed within the fuselage was
used for determining the overall forces and moments on the model. Two
static-pressure orifices were located within the chamber surrounding
the strain-gage balance and two others on the sides of the sting adja-
cent to the base of the body.
A strain-gage, pendulum-type attitude transmitter was used for
getting the no-load angle of attack of the model. The attitude trans-
mitter was housed in the extension of the model sting and was located
approximately 6l inches downstream of the model center-of-gravity loca-
tion. Flexibility under aerodynamic load of the balance, model sting,
and sting extension between the model and the attitude transmitter
required a correction to the reading of the attitude transmitter to
obtain the model angle of attack.
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TEST CONFIGURATIONS AND PROCEDURE
The identification number and description of the configurations
tested and a listing of the control deflections are given in table II.
All the tests were made with the model in the smooth condition. All
the configurations were investigated through an angle-of-attack range
at generally eight or nine Mach numbers from 0.60 to 1.1J. The angle
of attack varied from approximately -2° to 16° at the lowest Mach num-
ber to -2° to 9° at the highest Mach number. The angle of sideslip was
0° for all but four runs. In these four runs, the angle of sideslip
was either approximately -2.2° or -5-^ °. The average Reynolds number
of the investigation is shown plotted against Mach number in figure 6.
All the configurations except configuration Jl were investigated
with internal flow in the model. The static pressure in the chamber
surrounding the strain-gage balance and at the sides of the sting at
the body base was measured for all configurations. The internal mass
flow and internal drag of the model were not measured in the present
investigation since these results were determined in the investigation
of reference 1.
CORRECTIONS AND ACCURACY
Pressure and Internal Flow Corrections
No internal flow in model.- The drag coefficient Cp of the con-
figuration with the blocked inlet (configuration 31) has been adjusted
for the difference between the actual measured static pressure at the
base of the body and that in the undisturbed stream, so that the drag
coefficient Cp corresponds to a static pressure at the base of the
body equal to that of the undisturbed stream.
Internal flow in model.- The external drag coefficient C-Q and
external longitudinal-force coefficient C% of the configurations with
internal flow in the model includes corrections for the internal drag
coefficient and for the deviation from the free-stream value of the
static pressure in the balance chamber and at the rim of the body base.
The correction for the internal drag coefficient of the model was deter-
mined in the investigation of reference 1.
No corrections were included herein for the effects of internal
flow on lift, pitching-moment, rolling-moment, yawing-moment, and
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lateral-force coefficients. The maximum effect of internal flow on
lift coefficient occurred at the highest angles of attack and amounted
to only 0.005.
Tunnel-Boundary Interference
At subsonic Mach numbers, the interference effect of a tunnel
boundary on the flow over a model in the test region near the center
line of a tunnel have been made negligible by means ef a slotted test
section (ref. 2).
Data are presented herein at supersonic Mach numbers of 1.03 and
1.13. At a Mach number of 1.03, "the interference effects on the data
of compression and expansion disturbances reflected from the tunnel
boundary were probably small and are believed to have affected primarily
the drag data. At a Mach number of 1.13, "the data are believed to be
insignificantly affected by tunnel-boundary interference.
No corrections have been made to the data for tunnel-boundary inter-
ference except to the extent of the partial correction for tunnel-
boundary interference inherent in the base-pressure correction, which
was made by using the actual measured value of base static pressure.
Sting-Interference Corrections
No sting-interference corrections have been made to the data except
to the extent of the partial correction for sting interference inherent
in the base-pressure correction, which was made by using the actual
measured value of base static pressure.
Angles of Attack and Sideslip
The angle of attack of the model includes an adjustment for the
flexibility of the balance and sting under aerodynamic load as discussed
in the section entitled "Instrumentation."
In the yaw runs, the angle of sideslip varied slightly with angle
of attack and Mach number due to variations in aerodynamic loading. The
average value of the angle of sideslip over the angle-of-attack and Mach
number ranges is listed in table II. The actual value of the angle of
sideslip at a test point was generally within 0.1° of the average value.
The figures presenting the derivatives Cn , C, , and Cy were com-
P LP L$
puted by using the actual value of the angle of sideslip.
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Precision of Data
The estimated accuracy of the data based primarily on the repeat-
ability of the data was as follows:
CL ±0.01









Basic force and moment results.- The basic force and moment results
for the various configurations are presented in figures 7 to 37- An
index of these figures is given in table II. Values of the control
deflections and angle of sideslip are included in the titles of the
basic figures only when the values were different from 0°. All con-
figurations except one were tested at a horizontal -tail incidence of
-3°. The exception was configuration Ik, which included a horizontal-
tail incidence of -8°.
The inlet mass -flow ratio m/nio, based on the results of the inves
tigation of reference 1, was approximately 0.90 at most of the test
conditions. The results of reference 1 showed that the inlet mass-flow
ratio at a given Mach number decreased at the highest angles of attack;
the decrease amounted to approximately 5 percent at an angle of attack
of 9° an(i approximately 20 percent at an angle of attack of 17°. The
inlet mass -flow ratio at a given angle of attack generally varied only
slightly with change in Mach number.
Summary force and moment results. - Summary plots derived from the
basic force and moment data are shown in figures 38 to 56. An index
of these plots is given in table III. Control deflections are included
in the titles of the summary figures only when the deflections were
different from 0°. The longitudinal characteristics of- several addi-
tional configuration modifications not included in reference 1 are pre-
sented herein. Many of the configuration modifications for which com-
parisons are shown in -the figures had slight effect on the aerodynamic






Lift and maximum lift-drag ratio.- The lift-curve slope CT is
presented herein at lift coefficients of 0 and 0.4, and is the average
value from 0.1 below to 0.1 above the specified lift coefficient. The
maximum effect of configuration modifications on lift-curve slope for
which comparisons are shown was about 10 percent (for the afterbody
bump, fig. 43).
The effect of configuration modifications on maximum lift-drag
ratio showed no significant changes not already shown by the results of
reference 1.
Drag.- Addition of the afterbody bump reduced the zero-lift drag
coefficient by approximately 0.005 at Mach numbers near 1 and by 0.002
to 0.003 (depending on 5n setting) at a Mach number of 1.13 (fig. 43).
The bump also generally reduced the drag coefficient throughout the
lift-coefficient range (figs. l6 and 21, 17 and 22). The gun blisters
had negligible effect on the drag coefficient at zero lift (fig. 44)
and at lifting conditions (figs. l6 and 18). The ventral fin and the
modified vertical tail had small effect on the zero-lift drag coeffi-
cient (fig. 46).
The 50°-deflected speed brakes increased the drag coefficient by
approximately 0.07 at small angles of attack at the low Mach numbers
(fig. 45(b)). The incremental drag coefficient decreased with increase
in angle of attack at a Mach number of 0.60.
Pitching moment.- The static longitudinal stability derivative
Cm is shown herein at the trim condition C™ = 0: the lift coefficient111/"1 ILL '
corresponding to the trim condition is also shown. The derivative pre-
sented is the average value for 0.1 below to 0.1 above the trim lift
coefficient.
Configuration modifications generally had small effect on the deriv-
ative Cj-, at trim conditions; the greatest effect corresponded to a
shift in the aerodynamic center of the complete model of approximately
5 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord (fig. 43). The effect of con-
figuration modifications on trim lift coefficient was also generally
small, amounting at most to 0.09 (fig- 43(b)). The effect of a change
in Mach number on the derivative Cm of the complete model corre-
L'y
sponded to a rearward shift of the aerodynamic center of approximately
16 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord between the lowest and highest
Mach numbers (fig. 38).
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The variation of pitching-moment coefficient with* ]*ift coefficient
,•*. was generally nonlinear. Some decreases in stability, tending toward
'** pitch-up characteristics, were evident at the higher lift coefficients
I*** at several Mach-numbers. The wing trailing-edge fairing aggravated
•• somewhat the decreases in stability occurring at the higher lift coef-
•••* ficients (figs, ik and 15). The wing fences had small effect on the
stability of the model (figs. 22 and 23).
The effect of the 50°-deflected speed brakes on the horizontal-
tail effectiveness C^ . is indicated in figure V?(c). The effective-
ness shown is the average value for horizontal-tail incidences from
-3° to -8°. Excessive axial force balance loads limited the speed-
brake investigation to the lowest Mach numbers. The speed brakes
resulted in a decrease of horizontal-tail effectiveness of approximately
i)-0 percent. The speed brakes caused a change of approximately -0.01 in
pitching-moment coefficient over much of the angle-of-attack range at
a horizontal-tail incidence of -3° (fig.
The spoilers increased the pitching-moment coefficient by a maximum
of approximately 0.04 (nose -up moment) at an angle of attack of 0°
(fig. 50). The effect of the spoilers on pitching moment generally
decreased with an increase in angle of attack (fig. 50 ) > generally
decreased with an increase in spoiler deflection at the higher spoiler
deflections (fig. 51) > an<3- increased between the lowest and highest
test Mach numbers (figs. 52(a) and (b)).
Lateral and Directional Characteristics
Stability.- The static stability derivatives Cn , C^ , and Cy
are shown in figure Uy for the configuration with the basic tail and in
figure 48 for the configuration with the ventral fin and the modified
vertical tail, and are average values for angles of sideslip from 0° to
-2.2° (unf lagged symbols) and 0° to -5-4° (flagged symbols). The deriva-
tives are plotted against angle of attack in figures k^ (a.) and 48(a) and
against Mach number in figures ^ 7(b) and 48(b) . An indication of the
linearity of the variation of Cn, C^, and Cy with angle of sideslip
is shown by the degree of agreement of the unf lagged and flagged points.
The results of figures 7^(b) and 48(b) for the p range from 0° to -2.2°
are replotted in figure ^ 9 to show more directly the effect of the ven-
tral fin and the modified vertical tail on the stability derivatives.
The directional-stability derivative Cng was positive (stable)
throughout the angle -of -attack and Mach number ranges of the investiga-
tion (figs. 4?(a) and 48(a)). The derivative Cno decreased substan-
tially with an increase in angle of attack, the decrease amounting to
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UO or more percent of the value at an angle of attack of 0°. At sub-
sonic speeds there was generally an increase in the derivative Cn
"between angles of sideslip of -2.2° and -5.1)-° over the angle-of-attack
range (figs. V7(a) and ^ 8(a)). The ventral fin and the larger vertical
tail increased the directional stability generally by 15 to 20 percent
(fig. l<-9). A substantial increase in Cn occurred between the lowest
P
and highest Mach numbers at an angle of attack of 0° (figs. U7(b) and
48(b)). A lesser increase also occurred at an angle of attack of 9°.
The stability derivative C^ was negative (positive dihedral
effect) at low and moderate angles of attack, but became zero or posi-
tive at high angles of attack at Mach numbers of 0.60, 0.80, and 0.90
(figs. ^ 7(a) and 48(a)). The angle of attack at which the derivative
became zero varied from approximately 11.5° at a Mach number of 0.60
to approximately 10° at a Mach number of 0.90 for both the basic con-
figuration (fig. 4T(a)) and the configuration with the ventral fin and
the larger vertical tail (fig. ^8(a)). The ventral fin and larger ver-
tical tail reduced the magnitude of C^ at Mach numbers above 0.90 at
angles of attack greater than approximately k°. The derivative C^
was essentially invariant with Mach number at an angle of attack of 0°
(figs. ^ 7(b) and Wi(b)). At angles of attack of 9° and 13°, however,
large negative changes in Cj occurred with an increase of Mach number
at the higher subsonic Mach numbers.
The derivative Cy did not vary significantly with change in
angle of attack (figs. ^ 7(a) and l4-8(a)). The ventral fin and the larger
vertical tail generally increased the magnitude of the derivative by
about 15 percent at all angles of attack and Mach numbers. At angles
of attack of 0° and 9°, the magnitude of the derivative increased some-
what with an increase in Mach number at the higher Mach numbers
(figs. V/(b) and U8(b)).
Lateral control and trim.- The spoiler effectiveness £C-^ at the
higher deflections became a maximum at an angle of attack of approxi-
mately 6° (fig. 50). Similar results have been shown by other spoiler
configurations on sweptback wings (ref. 4). The spoiler effectiveness
decreased markedly with an increase in angle of attack at the higher
angles of attack. This decrease generally began at angles of attack
greater than 6°, but at the higher Mach numbers and for the smaller
spoiler deflections the decrease began at lower angles of attack. In
several instances, the spoiler effectiveness decreased to zero or became
reversed at high angles of attack.
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The variation of spoiler effectiveness *£&i wiWi* spoiler deflec-
tion is shown for two angles of attack in figure 51. Ineffectiveness
of the lowest spoiler deflection at an angle of attack of 9° at Mach
numbers up to 0.97 is evident in figure 5l("b) . At higher angles of
attack, this ineffectiveness extended to higher spoiler deflections
(fig. 50).
The variation of spoiler effectiveness £C-^  with Mach number is
shown for several angles of attack in figure 52. At angles of attack
of 0° and 9°, the spoiler effectiveness at supersonic speeds was greater
than that at a Mach number of 0.60 (figs. 52(a) and ("b)).
The spoilers changed the yawing-moment coefficient by a maximum of
approximately -0.008 (favorable) at an angle of attack of 0° (figs. 50
or 5l(a)). The effect of the spoilers on yawing moment decreased with
an increase in angle of attack (fig. 50) , generally decreased with an
increase in spoiler deflection at the higher spoiler deflections (fig. 5l)
and did not change greatly with a change in Mach number (fig. 52).
The derivatives Cn_ . Clc , and Cyc of the wing trim tab6tr 5tr 6tr
are shown in figure 53(c), and are average values for trim tab deflec-
tions from 0° to -12.2°. The variation of these derivatives with angle
of attack and Mach number was generally small. A theoretical trim-tab
effectiveness d~ of 0.0003 at a Mach number of 0.60 was obtainedt5tr
by the methods of reference 3 • Tne corresponding experimental value was
(fig. 53(c)).
Directional control.- The derivatives Cn , Cj , and Cy due
~ ' Op Oj- Op
to rudder deflection are shown in figure 5^ (^ )^  an<i are average values
for rudder deflections from 0° to 6° (unf lagged symbols) and 0° to 12°
(flagged symbols) . An indication of the linearity of the variation of
Cn, G£, and CY with rudder deflection is shown by the degree of agree
ment of the unf lagged and flagged points. On the whole, the divergence
from linearity was quite small.
The derivatives (L,,, and Cy_ varied only slightly with angle
"Or -"-Or
of attack (fig. 5Mb)). The rudder effectiveness Cnc was about
-0.002 per degree. An increase in angle of attack reduced Cj~ , making
the derivative negative at high angles of attack. The variation of the
rudder -deflection derivatives with Mach number is shown at two angles of
attack in figure 5MC)» Results on the rudder characteristics obtained





The changes in the derivatives with change in Mach number were generally
small. The rudder effectiveness was somewhat less for the present
configuration.
The effect on Cn, Cj, and CY of the addition of the 10°-deflected
shark fin to the model is given in figure 55(b). The yawing-moment coef-
ficient was changed by approximately -0.001 (5 percent as effective as
rudder deflection) at subsonic speeds, and by a larger amount at super-
sonic speeds (fig. 55(b)). The effect of the shark fin on rolling
moment at an angle of attack of 0° was about one-third that of rudder
deflection.
CONCLUSIONS
An investigation was made in the Langley 8-foot transonic tunnel
of the lateral, directional, and additional longitudinal static stability
and control characteristics of various configurations of a 1/22-scale
model of the Republic F-105 airplane. The Mach number range of the tests
was generally from 0.60 to 1.13, and the Reynolds number based on the
mean aerodynamic chord of the wing was approximately 2 x 10°. All the
configurations except one were investigated with internal flow in the
model. The following conclusions are indicated:
1. The directional-stability derivative (the rate of change of
yawing-moment coefficient with angle of sideslip) was positive (stable)
throughout the angle-of-attack and Mach number ranges, but decreased
substantially with an increase in angle of attack. A ventral fin and
a larger vertical tail increased the directional stability generally by
15 to 20 percent.
2. The rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with angle of
sideslip became zero or positive (negative dihedral effect) at high
angles of attack at several subsonic Mach numbers.
5- The spoiler effectiveness decreased markedly with an increase
in angle of attack at the higher angles of attack, and became zero or
reversed in several instances. The smaller spoiler deflections were
relatively ineffective at high angles of attack at subsonic speeds.
U. The rudder effectiveness (the rate of change of yawing-moment
coefficient with rudder deflection) was approximately -0.002 per degree
throughout the angle-of-attack and Mach number ranges.
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5. The configuration modifications tested had minor effect on longi-
tudinal stability.
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Arvo A. Luoma
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TABLE I.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF 1/22-SCALE MODEL
OF REPUBLIC F-105 AIRPLANE
Body (without afterbody bump):
Length, in 32.830
Maximum width, in 2.387
Maximum depth (excluding canopy), in J.S1*^
Frontal area (including canopy), sq ft 0.0510
Side area (including canopy), sq ft 0.698
Volume (including canopy), cu ft 0.106
Frontal area 0.0643
Wing area
Total base area 0.0307
Wing area
Wing:
Airfoil section (parallel to body reference line):




Incidence with respect to body reference line, deg 0
Location above body reference line, in 0.614
Location (parallel to body reference line) of leading edge of
root chord from nose of body, in 11.758
Tip chord ce, in 3.8l8
Span b, in 19.0$k
Area S, sq ft 0.794
Aspect ratio A 3.18
Taper ratio ?i 0.467
Mean aerodynamic chord:
Length, in 6.264
Location above body reference line, in 0.358
Location (parallel to body reference line) of leading edge of
mean aerodynamic chord from leading edge of root chord, in 4.666





Area (two flaps), sq ft 0.0472
Span (one flap), in 5-336
Sweepback at hinge line 49° 07' 26"
Chord (average), in 0.638
Spoiler aileron:
Type Flap
Location, of spoiler on wing Left semispan, upper surface
Location (chordwise) of hinge line . . : Approximately 0.70c





Location of trim tab on wing Left semispan
Location (chordwise) of hinge line 0.925c
Sweepback of hinge line 35° 30'





Airfoil section (parallel to model plane of symmetry):
Root NACA 65A006
Tip MACA 65A004
Root chord, in 4.091
Tip chord, in 1.864
Span, in , 9.090




I*! ••*..• i I : • • <
TABLE I.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF 1/22-SCALEDMOTfel ••
OF REPUBLIC F-105 AIRPLANE - Concluded
,! Mean aerodynamic chord:
.. Length, in 3-114
• • Location of leading edge of mean aerodynamic chord from leading
•*• edge of root chord, in 2.231




Airfoil section (parallel to body reference line):
Exposed root (1.591 in. above body reference line) MCA 65A006
Tip NACA 65A004
Root chord (at body reference line), in 5-473
Tip chord, in 2.000
Span (to body reference line), in. 5-955
Area (to body reference line), sq ft 0.155





Location (parallel to the body reference line) of leading edge of
mean aerodynamic chord from leading edge of root chord, in 2.887
Location (spanwise) of mean aerodynamic chord from root chord, in. . . 2.514





Area, sq ft 0.0235
Aspect ratio 4.10
Sweepback of hinge line 29° 21.5'
Vertical tail (modified):
Root chord (at body reference line), in 6.888
Tip chord, in 1-956
Span (to body reference line), in 5-955
Area (to body reference line), sq ft 0.183





Location (parallel to body reference line) of leading edge of
mean aerodynamic chord from leading edge of root chord, in 3-371
Location (spanwise) of mean aerodynamic chord froi)i root chord, in. . . 2.424
Sweepback of 25-percent-chord line 49° 48.6'
Rudder:
Type . .... Trailing-edge flap
Chord, in 0.902
Span, in ; 3-726
Area, sq ft 0.0235
Aspect ratio 4.10
Sweepback of hinge line 29° 21.5'
Duct areas:
Inlet throat (scaled down from full-scale value):
Supersonic inlet (cruise condition), sq in 1.550
Projected inlet (scaled down from full-scale value):
Supersonic inlet (cruise condition), sq in 1.746
Exit:
Supersonic inlet (cruise condition), sq in 2.024
NA.CA RM SL57H06 19
TABLE II

























































Complete model plus wing
fences
Complete model plus "blunt
L.E. radius on L.E. flap
Complete model plus sharp











ventral fin and plus
modified vertical tail
Complete model plus
ventral fin and plus
modified vertical tail
Complete model plus
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Effect of inlet droop 38
Effect of wing trailing-edge fairing 39
Effect of deflection of leading-edge flaps 40
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Effect of afterbody bump 43
Effect of gun blisters 44
Effect of 50°-deflected speed brakes 45
Effect of ventral fin and modified vertical tail on
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics 46
Static lateral-stability derivatives; complete model 47
Static lateral-stability derivatives; complete model plus
ventral fin and plus modified vertical tail 48
Effect of ventral fin and modified vertical tail on
static lateral-stability derivatives 49
Spoiler characteristics against a ... 50
Spoiler characteristics against 6S 51
Spoiler characteristics against M 52
Effect of deflection of wing trim tab 53
Effect of rudder deflection 54
Effect of 10°-deflected shark fin 55
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Sting
Duct exit. Enlarged,











e.g. location at 0.25 C
Body reference line
Sting
L — c^_ — ,^3t==r?=.
• v> o^n — •
xi-kl L Q
r^
— i — ,
— A
Figxxre 1.- General arrangement of 1/22-scale model of Republic F-105 airplane. Complete model
with gun blisters and speed brakes; body without afterbody bump; A = J.lB; supersonic inlet
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Station , percent body length
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(a) Longitudinal distribution of normal cross-sectional area.
Figure 2.- Area-rule applications to 1/22-scale model of Republic F-105 airplane. Complete
model with and without an afterbody bump and complete model plus gun blisters; A = 3.18;
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(d) Bottom view of configuration 15; body with afterbody bump.
3
Figure 2.- Concluded. ro
VJl
Boundary-layer diverter—i ly reference line
Air flow-
Boundary-layer diverter









Balsa plug used in
f run without internal flow







Figure 5.- Drooped and undrooped supersonic inlet (cruise condition) on 1/22-scale model of













Section perpendicular to hinge line
of leading-edge flap showing flap
deflected Nnt In ecale
Section B-B
Section showing spoiler deflected
H,nge line-. ^
Section C-C
Section perpendicular to hinge
line of trim tab showing tab
deflected. Not to scale
Section D-D
Area of two fences: 1.377sq in.
Figure k.- Dimensions and location of leading-edge flaps, spoiler, trim tab, fence, and
trailing-edge fairing on wing of 1/22-scale model of Republic F-105 airplane. All











Figure 5.- Dimensions and location of shark fin, ventral fin, and modified vertical tail on























































(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 7.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle
of attack. Configuration 1; complete model; i-j. = -5°; drooped supersonic inlet (cruise
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 8.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of











































































































































































































































Angle of attack, a, deg






















































































































































(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 9.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 10.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 11.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 12.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 13.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure Ik.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with lift coefficient. Configuration 8;
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 15.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with lift coefficient. Configuration 9j
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(b) Drag coefficient.
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 16.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with lift coefficient. Configuration 10;






































































































































































































































































» -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 U
Lift coefficient, C,_
(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 17.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with lift coefficient. Configuration 11;








































































































































































































































































(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 18.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with lift coefficient. Configuration 12;
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4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 IX) 1.!
Lift coefficient, CL Lift coefficient, C|_
(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 19-- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with lift coefficient. Configuration 15;
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 21.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
attack. Configuration 15; complete model; i-t = -3°; body with afterbody bump; undrooped
supersonic inlet (cruise condition).
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 22.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
attack. Configuration 16; complete model; i-t = -3°; 6n = -7-5°; body with afterbody "bump;
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Angle of attack, o, deg
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Pitching -moment coefficient, Cm
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» -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 I.!
Lift coefficient, CL
(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 25.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with lift coefficient,
complete model plus sharp leading-edge radius on leading-edge flap; it =
body with afterbody bump; undrooped supersonic inlet (cruise condition).
Configuration 19;
_-zO. c _ _7 c;O.










































































































































































































(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient. ••••
Figure 26.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
attack. Configuration 20; complete model; it = -3°; 5tr = -12.2°; body with afterbody bump; *\\\
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""-'<» -2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.
Lift coefficient, CJ_
8
(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 2?.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
attack. Configuration 21; complete model; it = -3°; &n = 0° on right wing and 5n = -7-5°
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 28.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
attack. Configuration 22; complete model; it = -3°; 6n = -7-5°; 6tr = -12.2°; body with
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 29,- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
attack. Configuration 23; complete model plus 10°-deflected shark fin; i-^ = -3°; body with
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(c) Yawing-moment^ rolling-moment, and lateral-force coefficients.
Figure 29.- Concluded.
































































































































t ' -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2
Lift coefficient,^
(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
figure 30.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
attack. Configuration 24; complete model; i^ = -3°; 8r = 6°; tody with afterbody bump;
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 51-- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient of angle of
attack. Configuration 25j complete model; i^ = -3°; 8r = 12°; body with afterbody bump;
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 52.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
attack. Configuration 26; complete model; it = -3°; p = -2.2°; "body with afterbody "bump;
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 33•- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
attack. Configuration 27; complete model; it = -3°; p = -5.^ °; body with afterbody bump;
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(c) Yawing-moment, rolling-moment, and lateral-force coefficients.
Figure 33.- Concluded.




















































































































































(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure ~5^ .- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
attack. Configuration 28; complete model plus ventral fin and plus modified vertical tail;
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 35-- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
attack. Configuration 29; complete model plus ventral fin and plus modified vertical tail;
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(c) Yawing-moment, rolling-moment, and lateral-force coefficients.
Figure 35.- Concluded.
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(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 36.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with either lift coefficient or angle of
attack. Configuration 30; complete model plus ventral fin and plus modified vertical tail;
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Lift coefficient, CL
VJli
(a) Angle of attack and pitching-moment coefficient.
Figure 37.- Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with lift coefficient. Configuration 31;
complete model with blocked inlet; it = .^,0. body with afterbody bump; undrooped supersonic
inlet (cruise condition).
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(a) 5n = 0°.
Figure 38.- Effect of inlet droop on longitudinal aerodynamic charac-
teristics. Complete model; i-^ = -3°; supersonic inlet (cruise
condition).


















































































(b) Sn = -7.50.
Figure 38.- Concluded.
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Figure 39.- Effect of wing trailing-edge fairing on longitudinal aerody-
namic characteristics. Complete model; it = —3°; Sn = -7-5°; drooped
supersonic inlet (cruise conditions).
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(a) Drooped inlet.
Figure ^ 0.- Effect of deflection of wing leading-edge flap on longitu-
dinal aerodynamic characteristics. Complete model; i+ = -3°; super-
sonic inlet (cruise condition).
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(c) Undrooped inlet; body with afterbody bump.
Figure O^.- Continued.
































.7 .8 1.0 I.I
(d) Undrooped inlet; body with afterbody bump; Str = -12.2°.
Figure kO.- Concluded.




















Figure la.- Effect of leading-edge radius of leading-edge flap on longi-
tudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Complete model; i^ = -J°;
°n = -7-5°; body with afterbody bump; undrooped supersonic inlet
(cruise condition).




















Figxare 1^ 2.- Effect of wing fences on longitudinal aerodynamic character-
istics. Complete model; it = -3°; 6n = -7-5°; body with afterbody
bump; undrooped supersonic inlet (cruise condition).































(a) &n = 0°.
Fig\jre Uj.- Effect of afterbody bump on longitudinal aerodynamic charac-


























(b) 5n = -7.5°.
CL=0.4
£o
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Figvire ^.- Concluded.
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Figure H.- Effect of gun blisters on longitudinal aerodynamic character-









































































































D characteristics; it = .3°.
O
Figure kj.- Effect of 50°-deflected speed brakes on longitudinal aerody-
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o Complete model (ref. I)
n Complete model plus 50°-deflected speed brakes
(a)




















































.7 .8 .9 1.0
Figure 46.- Effect of ventral fin and modified vertical tail on longi-
tudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Complete model; i^ = -3°; body
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(a) Static lateral-stability derivatives against angle of attack.
Figure kf.- Variation of static lateral-stability derivatives with angle of attack and Mach
number. Complete raodelj i-t = -3°; body with afterbody bump; undrooped supersonic inlet
(cruise condition). rooo
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(b) Static lateral-stability derivatives against Mach number.
Figure kj.- Concluded.
Derivatives averaged over





































































































































































(a) Static lateral-stability derivatives against angle of attack.
Figure 48.- Variation of static lateral-stability derivatives with angle of attack and Mach
number. Complete model with ventral fin and modified tail; i^ = -J>°; body with afterbody
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(b) Static lateral-stability derivatives against Mach number.
Figure 48.- Concluded.
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Figure k9-- Effect of ventral fin and modified vertical tail on static
lateral-stability derivatives. Complete model; it = -3°; body with


















































































































(a) M = 0.60.
Figure 50.- Variation of spoiler aerodynamic characteristics with
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(d) M = 0.93-
Figure 50.- Continued.
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Anqte of ottock ,a,deg Angle of atlack,a,deg
(f) M = 0.97-
Figure 50.- Continued.
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(g) M = 0.99-
Figvire 50.- Continued.
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(a) a = 0°.
Figure 51.- Variation of spoiler aerodynamic characteristics with
spoiler deflection. Complete model; i-^ = -5°; drooped super-
sonic inlet (cruise condition).
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(a) a = 0°.
Figure 52.- Variation of spoiler aerodynamic characteristics with Mach
number. Complete model; i^ = -3°; drooped supersonic inlet (cruise
condition).
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(c)
 a = 13°.
Figure 52.- Concluded.
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(a) 6n = 0°.
Figure 53.- Effect of deflection of wing trim tab on longitudinal,
,. l^ateral, and directional aerodynamic characteristics. Complete
model; i^ = -3°; body with afterbody bump; undrooped supersonic
inlet (cruise condition).



































(b) 8n = -7-5°.
Figure 55.- Continued.
CL=0.4








































































































































cmc > (LA>)inax^ and °DO characteristics.
Figure 5^ .- Effect of rudder deflection on longitudinal, lateral,
and directional aerodynamic characteristics. Complete model;
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(b) Cn , C^ , and Cy against angle of attack.
Figure ^ •- Continued.
H'
MCA RM SL57H06 152
Symbol Derivatives averaged overSr range from 0° to:
Unflagged (oo) 6°
Flagged (crtfl 12°
Unf lagged (o) 6° (ref. I)
.5 .6 1.2 1.3
(c) Cn , C7 . and Cy., against Mach number.
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Figure 55.- Effect of 10°-deflection shark fin on longitudinal, lateral,
and directional aerodynamic characteristics. Complete model;
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Figure 56.- Effect of blocked inlet on longitudinal aerodynamic charac-
teristics. Complete model; i^ = -3°; body vith afterbody bump;
undrooped supersonic inlet (cruise condition).
NACA RM SL57H06
INVESTIGATION OF A 1/22-SCALE MODEL OF THE REPUBLIC F-105
AIRPLANE IN THE LANGLEY 8-FOOT TRANSONIC TUNNEL
LATERAL, DIRECTIONAL, AND ADDITIONAL
LONGITUDINAL STATIC STABILITY
AND CONTROL
By Arvo A. Luoma
ABSTRACT
An investigation vas made of the lateral, directional, and addi-
tional longitudinal static stability and control characteristics of
various configurations of a 1/22-scale model of the Republic F-105 air-
plane at Mach numbers from 0.60 to 1.13. The angle-of-attack range
varied from approximately -2° to 16° at the lowest Mach number to -2°
to 9° at the highest Mach number. Angles of sideslip of 0°, -2.2°, and
-.U° were tested.
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